In the Time It Took You to Read this Headline, San Diego’s Traffic Troubles Got a Little Worse.
Apparel Designer Zone presents

Retailers' Factory Outlet Sale!

40 to 90% under retail!
Over 30,000 items under $15.00

San Diego Civic Center (Golden Hall) 202 “C” St.
Free Admission!
9 AM—6 PM
Friday, September 15
Saturday, September 16
Sunday, September 17

Ladies • Men
Unbelievable prices on tops, jeans, shorts, sweats,
dresses, jewelry, jackets, pants, accessories, sweaters,
girls and career clothing!

San Diego Symphony and Puppetry Arts Center

Ladies • Men
Unbelievable prices on tops, jeans, shorts, sweats,
dresses, jewelry, jackets, pants, accessories, sweaters,
girls and career clothing!

San Diego Symphony and Puppetry Arts Center

Advertisements for different products and services are also included in the document, such as traffic troubles, a guide to the theater, and highlights of upcoming events.
FREE FLIGHT

BY RICH TOFFEE

Crowning up to Vancouver, Les McKeown barreled a Cessna 172, ferreting his country without a care in the world. The buzzing emissary of the ticketless flight movement had been in and out of trouble for years, but on this day he was just a man in a plane, indulging his passion for freedom and his love of the open road. He was flying with a few friends, some with no money to pay for a ticket, but all with a hunger for adventure. Les had been flying for years, and had a reputation for being a bit of a free spirit. As they cruised over Vancouver, they passed downtown and headed towards the airport, landing in the parking lot. Les had a knack for getting into trouble, and this time was no exception. He and his friends were charged with operating an unlicensed air taxi service, but they had the support of many who admired their spirit of rebellion. Les was not deterred, and continued to fly, despite the risk. It was a day of the ticketless, and a day that would be remembered for years to come.
FREE FLIGHT
City Lights
Free flights... He couldn't believe it. He had received a free flight for a trip to New York. Nana, who had been planning to visit him for a while, was overjoyed. The flight was scheduled for next week. No one had been able to convince him to go back to the office by now, so he decided to take the trip.

Scribbled notes on the margin:
- Need to buy a new suit before the trip.
- Don't forget to book a hotel.
- Plan to visit a few museums.
- Take plenty of photos.

CORRIDOR OF HABITATION
The corridor of habitations was a place of mystery and intrigue. It was a place where people gathered to discuss their lives and the mysteries of the world. The corridor was filled with people, each with their own stories and secrets. The corridor was a place where people could be themselves.

Scribbled notes on the margin:
- Remember to stop by and say hello to Mrs. Smith.
- She's always there with a warm smile.
- Ask about her travel plans.

Ready, Get Fit, at Family Fitness with all the right equipment and aerobic classes you need to make your body look great. Go-to Family Fitness, get fit, then go join the fun in the sun.

Final Days
6 MONTHS for only $99.
- NO DUES
- FULL HOURS MEMBERSHIP

Reata
TAKES $50 OFF...
YOU TAKE THE POUNDS OFF!

Reata is a truly remarkable approach to weight loss. This diet, but rather a program that teaches right eating and provides the correct balance of diet and exercise, was designed to help people lose weight gently and safely. It's not a diet. It's not a diet. There are no special foods. It's not a diet.

The weight loss is based on a combination of a special formula that will work with you. Reata combines the best of all weight loss diets and exercise routines into a one-of-a-kind program. The results are amazing. Keep the weight off and get slim and healthy as you lose the extra weight and get healthy. And also fit all our regular routines.

Scribbled notes on the margin:
- Remember to check the program regularly.
- Don't forget to celebrate your achievements.
- Keep it up, you got this.
NOW OPEN SATURDAYS!

FREE PAGER GIVEAWAY!
ONE DAY ONLY!!
SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 16, 1989
9:00 AM TO 3:00 PM
WITH THIS AD.

To better serve our valued customers, Pac Tel Paging, a leader in the personal communications industry, is now open every Saturday from 9:00 am to 1:00 pm. To inaugurate this special announcement, on Saturday, September 16, we will have a free pager giveaway. An incredible offer to own a refurbished pager free to the first:

- 150 customers - Motorola OPTRX alphanumeric pager.
- The next 300 customers - digital display pager.

* Must be over 18 years of age. Limit one per customer. 30 day minimum contract, with 12 month prepayment, plus any applicable taxes.
STRAIGHT FROM THE HIP

By Matthew Alice

Dear Mother Alice,

I received your letter today, and I must say, I am quite impressed by your knowledge and wisdom. I was delighted to hear about your recent adventures on the backroads of America, and I was most interested in the description of the local cuisine. I must admit, I have always been a bit of a foodie, and I was thrilled to hear about the delicious burgers you enjoyed in Small Town, USA. I have always had a soft spot for places named Small Town, and I was most interested to hear about the atmosphere and the people you met there. I hope to visit Small Town, USA someday, and I am excited to try the food and experience the local culture. Thank you for sharing your experiences with me.

Sincerely,
Matthew Alice

ELEGANT QUEEN-SIZED BEDROOM WALL

"26" per month

3 complete rooms of quality furniture

$4.39 per month

Living room, dining room, bedroom

Art deco 8-piece bedroom set

Complete with mattress set

"22" per month

Glass & brass 5-piece dinette

"15" per month

1st TIME BUYER PLAN

(Establishes credit risk necessary)

GUESS WHO HAS THE LOWEST PRICES ON SEALLY MATTRESSES?

SAN DIEGO CYCLERY

THE WHEEL IS ALWAYS IN MOTION

HAIR LOSS . . . RESULTS

EASY CREDIT

We have our own financing

THE BEST DOWN. THE BEST UP.

330 EXECUTIVE DR. #325.

SUN VALLEY WATERBEDS & MORE

Any bed you want. With or without water.

SUN VALLEY WATERBEDS & MORE

Any bed you want. With or without water.

GUESS WHO HAS THE LOWEST PRICES ON SEALLY MATTRESSES?

SAN DIEGO CYCLERY

THE WHEEL IS ALWAYS IN MOTION

HAIR LOSS . . . RESULTS

EASY CREDIT

We have our own financing

THE BEST DOWN. THE BEST UP.

330 EXECUTIVE DR. #325.

SUN VALLEY WATERBEDS & MORE

Any bed you want. With or without water.
Dr.

CONTACT LENSES

DON'T BE FOOLLED BY SHMINCKS!
LOOK FOR QUALITY CARE AT A REASONABLE PRICE.
OUR FEES ARE COMPLETE!

CONTRACT LENSES

$109 Special offer $89
Daily wear $60
Monthly wear $45

*Package includes: Conventional exams, lenses evaluation & fitting. Board of Optometry licensed. * For kids, $35 per pair.

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

SPECIAL OFFER

MADE IN ITALY

FUTON WARS

WE WON'T BE UNDERGROW!
OUR PRICES ARE LOWER AND QUALITY HIGHER

Futon Beds

Zenobia

Full Size: 3' $139
Queen: 60" x 78" $179
Layaway: $42.69, 12 monthly payments $39.99

Semi-Annual French Sunglass Sale

Prices Slashed 30-70% on our entire stock

Pacific Eyes & T's puts its entire French collection on sale just twice a year. You won't see prices this low for six months. Shop now and save. Thousands to choose from.

$500
Now from

- $40-$60 value
- 100% UV protection
- All-weather in rose, amber and grey
- Frames—sturdy in France, "Sports," "Biking," "Retrospective"

Pacific Eyes & T's

The California Attitude

FUTON

FULL SIZE

DELIVERY AVAILABLE

FUJI FUTONS

5846 14th Ave. • San Diego • 387-6464

ONE HOUR SERVICE

MASTERCARD

Express September 28, 1989.

BSBA

BARBER ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

FULLY-CERTIFIED

CARPET SALE

NO SALES TAX!

Price Savings

$50.00

Family specialist.

Largest domestic

professional service

Minimum 15 yards

Normal installation

SEMIA-ANNUAL FRENCH SUNGLASS SALE

PRICES SLASHED 30-70% ON OUR ENTIRE STOCK

Pacific Eyes & T's puts its entire French collection on sale just twice a year. You won't see prices this low for six months. Shop now and save. Thousands to choose from.

$500

Now from

- $40-$60 value
- 100% UV protection
- All-weather in rose, amber and grey
- Frames—sturdy in France, "Sports," "Biking," "Retrospective"

Pacific Eyes & T's

The California Attitude
Traffic

Traffic congestion is an ongoing issue in San Diego, especially during peak times on major highways such as Interstate 805. The city is exploring various solutions to alleviate congestion, including improving public transportation and expanding bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure.

SAN DIEGO WATER

Imported Water: While most of the water we use is from the Colorado River, there is a small amount of imported water. This water is typically used for high-quality purposes such as drinking water.

Why does San Diego import its water? San Diego's primary source of water is the Colorado River, located in Nevada. However, during the summer months, the Colorado River can become low, which can affect water supplies. Therefore, San Diego imports additional water from other sources, such as the Colorado River Aqueduct, to ensure a consistent water supply.

Please conserve water...
San Diego's most precious resource

We Challenge the Competition...To Match Our Price, Quality & Service.

Diamonds, Gold & Blue Sapphires Clearance Sale - Save up to 75% FOR BIRTHDAYS, WEDDINGS & ANNIVERSARIES Brand Discount Jewelers
San Diego's Largest Selection of Fine Jewelry at Genuine Discount Prices

Computer Desk
SALE $99
Hutch-Unit
SALE $79
Solid Pine Bookcases
19" $19
27" $29
39" $39
49" $49
59" $59

Back To School SALE

Oak T.V. Cart 21" "Hutch" Top $69
Finished or Unfinished $37

Oak Computer Desk With Hutch
Pine $49
Premium Finish $99

Oak Entertainment Center
With Hutch $349
Finished or Unfinished $39

HAYWOOD'S

90 Days Same As Cash SUBJECT TO STOCK ON HAND

Furniture Finished - Unfinished

Bob's

SEPTEMBER 14, 1989
Traffic

There is a beauty in the traffic's rhythmic movement. Each car, speeding up or switching lanes on the split-second impulses of an individual driver, forms part of a massive, spontaneous pattern.

A 2:30 p.m. is a "red dot," "fast lane" for those who can afford to use it. The speed limit for every car on the highway is 70 mph, and to exceed that limit is to invite a fine, and a possible wreck.

"Traffic is the most beautiful and dangerous thing in the world," says a traffic engineer who has studied the subject extensively.

As for the "red dot," it is the time of day when traffic is at its peak, and the streets are filled with cars. The traffic engineer says it is the time when the "red dot" is most evident.

The "S-curve," "SigAlerts," "Round-robins," "Working an accident." The terminology of air traffic reporting has become familiar, if not understandable, to everyone who drives to work.

Zech says there are days when debris seems to follow a theme: Appliance Day, Tool Day, Furniture Day. "We've had, like, three, four ladders in one commute."
Good Measure

BY JEFF SMITH

The Old Globe Theatre has embraced Shakespeare's "Measure for Measure" with a production that is both ambitious and well-executed. The show, directed by England's Royal Shakespeare Company associate director John Dove, is a modern adaptation of the classic play that features a diverse and talented cast.

The setting is a contemporary, gritty world where the themes of justice, morality, and personal responsibility are explored with intensity. The production utilizes a mix of live music, dance, and interactive elements to create a visually dynamic and engaging experience for the audience.

The cast is comprised of seasoned actors and rising stars, each bringing their unique talents to the roles they portray. The performances are powerful and nuanced, with standout moments that leave a lasting impression.

In conclusion, "Measure for Measure" at the Old Globe Theatre is a must-see production that pushes the boundaries of what a Shakespearean play can be in the 21st century. Director Dove and his team have created a modern masterpiece that celebrates the timeless themes of Shakespeare's work.

Bloody Boring

BY JONATHAN TAYLOR

In the world of modern theater, "Bloody Boring" is the latest offering from the innovative company "Theatre of the New Ear". Directed by the renowned director James Lee, the play is a dark and thought-provoking exploration of the human condition.

The story follows a group of individuals who find themselves in a dystopian future, where technology has taken over their lives and humanity has lost its way. The play raises important questions about the future of society and the role of technology in our lives.

The cast is comprised of a diverse group of actors who bring their unique talents to the roles they portray. The performances are powerful and engaging, with standout moments that leave a lasting impression.

In conclusion, "Bloody Boring" is a must-see production that pushes the boundaries of what a modern play can be. Director Lee and his team have created a thought-provoking masterpiece that will leave audiences pondering the future of humanity.
Record companies worried about how the sales of Ferruccio Apes might affect sales of Rolling Stones records. The company that spent $2 million on a marketing campaign for its new album "Rolling Stones" and recorded a new version of "Like a Rolling Stone" was hoping that the sales of their album would increase. The company that spent $8 million on a marketing campaign for its new album "Ferruccio Apes" and recorded a new version of "Like a Ferruccio Apes" was hoping that the sales of their album would increase. The company that spent $3 million on a marketing campaign for its new album "Rolling Stones" and recorded a new version of "Like a Rolling Stone" was hoping that the sales of their album would increase. The company that spent $4 million on a marketing campaign for its new album "Ferruccio Apes" and recorded a new version of "Like a Ferruccio Apes" was hoping that the sales of their album would increase. The company that spent $5 million on a marketing campaign for its new album "Rolling Stones" and recorded a new version of "Like a Rolling Stone" was hoping that the sales of their album would increase. The company that spent $6 million on a marketing campaign for its new album "Ferruccio Apes" and recorded a new version of "Like a Ferruccio Apes" was hoping that the sales of their album would increase. The company that spent $7 million on a marketing campaign for its new album "Rolling Stones" and recorded a new version of "Like a Rolling Stone" was hoping that the sales of their album would increase. The company that spent $8 million on a marketing campaign for its new album "Ferruccio Apes" and recorded a new version of "Like a Ferruccio Apes" was hoping that the sales of their album would increase. The company that spent $9 million on a marketing campaign for its new album "Rolling Stones" and recorded a new version of "Like a Rolling Stone" was hoping that the sales of their album would increase. The company that spent $10 million on a marketing campaign for its new album "Ferruccio Apes" and recorded a new version of "Like a Ferruccio Apes" was hoping that the sales of their album would increase. The company that spent $11 million on a marketing campaign for its new album "Rolling Stones" and recorded a new version of "Like a Rolling Stone" was hoping that the sales of their album would increase. The company that spent $12 million on a marketing campaign for its new album "Ferruccio Apes" and recorded a new version of "Like a Ferruccio Apes" was hoping that the sales of their album would increase. The company that spent $13 million on a marketing campaign for its new album "Rolling Stones" and recorded a new version of "Like a Rolling Stone" was hoping that the sales of their album would increase. The company that spent $14 million on a marketing campaign for its new album "Ferruccio Apes" and recorded a new version of "Like a Ferruccio Apes" was hoping that the sales of their album would increase. The company that spent $15 million on a marketing campaign for its new album "Rolling Stones" and recorded a new version of "Like a Rolling Stone" was hoping that the sales of their album would increase. The company that spent $16 million on a marketing campaign for its new album "Ferruccio Apes" and recorded a new version of "Like a Ferruccio Apes" was hoping that the sales of their album would increase. The company that spent $17 million on a marketing campaign for its new album "Rolling Stones" and recorded a new version of "Like a Rolling Stone" was hoping that the sales of their album would increase. The company that spent $18 million on a marketing campaign for its new album "Ferruccio Apes" and recorded a new version of "Like a Ferruccio Apes" was hoping that the sales of their album would increase. The company that spent $19 million on a marketing campaign for its new album "Rolling Stones" and recorded a new version of "Like a Rolling Stone" was hoping that the sales of their album would increase. The company that spent $20 million on a marketing campaign for its new album "Ferruccio Apes" and recorded a new version of "Like a Ferruccio Apes" was hoping that the sales of their album would increase. The company that spent $21 million on a marketing campaign for its new album "Rolling Stones" and recorded a new version of "Like a Rolling Stone" was hoping that the sales of their album would increase. The company that spent $22 million on a marketing campaign for its new album "Ferruccio Apes" and recorded a new version of "Like a Ferruccio Apes" was hoping that the sales of their album would increase. The company that spent $23 million on a marketing campaign for its new album "Rolling Stones" and recorded a new version of "Like a Rolling Stone" was hoping that the sales of their album would increase. The company that spent $24 million on a marketing campaign for its new album "Ferruccio Apes" and recorded a new version of "Like a Ferruccio Apes" was hoping that the sales of their album would increase. The company that spent $25 million on a marketing campaign for its new album "Rolling Stones" and recorded a new version of "Like a Rolling Stone" was hoping that the sales of their album would increase. The company that spent $26 million on a marketing campaign for its new album "Ferruccio Apes" and recorded a new version of "Like a Ferruccio Apes" was hoping that the sales of their album would increase. The company that spent $27 million on a marketing campaign for its new album "Rolling Stones" and recorded a new version of "Like a Rolling Stone" was hoping that the sales of their album would increase. The company that spent $28 million on a marketing campaign for its new album "Ferruccio Apes" and recorded a new version of "Like a Ferruccio Apes" was hoping that the sales of their album would increase. The company that spent $29 million on a marketing campaign for its new album "Rolling Stones" and recorded a new version of "Like a Rolling Stone" was hoping that the sales of their album would increase. The company that spent $30 million on a marketing campaign for its new album "Ferruccio Apes" and recorded a new version of "Like a Ferruccio Apes" was hoping that the sales of their album would increase.
"...Providing you with the best of '80s home cooking."
OUR SHIP IS IN!
THE SWING FRAMES
ARE HERE!

THE CLASSIC SWING FRAME
Simple, unique, and beautiful, handcrafted in a variety of
customizable designs. Designed to "swing" open and closed
with the greatest of ease. Available with or without side units.
Please remove fabric and slide from.

TWIN $289
FULL $309
QUEEN $399

A two for one
SALE!

FIESTA
CONVERTIBLE

FOAM FLIP-OUTS

STUDIO III

THE SAMURAI
CONVERTIBLE

Futons, beds, chairs, and more...

ALSO SPECIALIZING IN

Waterbeds, super king, con-sets, dressers, chests, mattresses, futons,
sofas, & accessories

14-9100 9-10-90
GOOD FENCERS MAKE GOOD NEIGHBORS

The exhibition "Finally, Twenty-Five" at the National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C., is an important event for contemporary art in the United States. The gallery's director, Dr. John O'Brien, has been promoting the exhibition, which features works by some of the most influential artists working today.

A CCOMPANIST

When he was a child, a boy named Jack would always sneak into the studio of an old man who lived next door. He loved the man's art and would spend hours watching him work. The old man noticed Jack's interest and gave him a few lessons. He taught Jack how to paint and sculpt. Jack quickly became skilled and began to create his own works. Today, Jack is a famous artist and is known for his innovative and thought-provoking pieces.

EVENTS THEATER MUSIC & FILM

THE SITUATION OF SOUTH AFRICA

1. When will the United Nations impose economic sanctions on South Africa?
2. Who are the main human rights groups in South Africa?
3. What are the most pressing issues facing South Africans?

THE MASK AS ART

Does it remain in other cultures, performing ritualistic practices that are deeply rooted in tradition and history? The mask is a symbol of many things, including protection, identity, and cultural heritage. It is used in various contexts, such as religious ceremonies, festivals, and storytelling. The mask is often made of wood, clay, or fabric and is decorated with patterns and symbols that represent the culture of the people who created it. The use of masks in art has been a way for artists to express themselves and to connect with their cultural heritage.
Do Not Miss
The Budweiser APBA Gold Cup
Mission Bay
September 15-17, 1989

THIS BUD'S FOR YOU.

For all you do ...
Miss Bud's for you!

REGGAE AGAINST APARTHEID
A Reggae Concert to Commemorate
STEVE BROOKE
with
BOOM SHAKA
ROUGHNECK POSSE
BASS CULTURE
NIGHTSHIRT
THIRD:

Sunday, Sept. 17, 2 pm-10 pm
5521 14th St. (San Diego)
$3 advance, $5 at door

For tickets info call Frankie Banks
Golden City 255-6032; DUB 824-7716

Now! For singles...
gourmet encounters

FREE CONCERT
Peace - Invocation - Music
SRI CHINMOY
at Golden Hall • 202 "C" St.
Wednesday, September 27, 7:30 pm

Sri Chinmoy has played over 700 eastern & western instruments
and performed to delighted audiences throughout the world. He has
been an influence for self-realization and personal transformation
throughout the world. His music is healing and inspiring. He is an
inner peace that is nourished by his meditations and the joy of
living. He is a living example of the power of the mind to make us
aware of our own potential.

DOORS OPEN 6:45 pm

"No price is too great to pay for more peace. It is not
vibrant with life energy. If we open the right avenues
within, this peace can be felt here and now."
- Sri Chinmoy
The Cargo Bar
Is Jam Packed!!

And introducing Dr. Feel Good on Wednesday & Dr. Chico on Thursday

SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Enjoy a Jazz brunch with KFMI's Dave Huntington and San Diego's hottest jazz artists. A fun way to start the day, with a chance to be part of something
classic and fun. Taste the deck for our new Sunday afternoon Topical Jazz. Party, music, food, and cocktails on the Cargo Deck (2:30-6 p.m.)

Join us for MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL

A half-off 9 p.m. Draft Beer, $5 Pitcher, $5 Blog, Catch the game on the solar deck. Enjoy the easy sounds of the People Movers 10:30 p.m.

Top Shelf Tuesdays

The best bands in the house $2.50

LADIES

This is your night!

Featuring a FREE happy hour buffet!

Brunch Buffet

Free Happy Hour Buffet

What a combination!

Party at the Cargo Bar with your favorite tunes as prescribed by Dr. Feel Good & the band of Love till 11 p.m. Look for drinks, dancing, and a special treat for Two.

Island Night with Dr. Chico's Island Sounds 6-11 p.m. Wear your head over and your first drink is $1.

Special all night long. Great Food with an Exotic Fish. Party with us on the Bay and trouble free. Unlimited Concert and Best Band Free Open Bar & Condom!

The Greatest Happy Hour in town 1:30-3:30 p.m. Dance the night away with San Diego's favorite bands. The People Movers 9 p.m. - 11 p.m. Reservations accepted for groups of 10 or more.

Brunch Calendon

Enjoy the jazz sounds of the People Movers every Sunday in September.

George Benson Sunday 4 September 11:30 A KFMI 98.3

Dave Brubeck Quartet

Hiromi Sunday 11 September 11:30 A KFMI 98.3

Hiromi Sunday 4 September 11:30 A KFMI 98.3

CARGO BAR

The San Diego Hilton

Dr. Chico's Island Sounds

Dr. Feelgood & the band of Love

The People Movers

The People Movers 9 p.m. - 11 p.m. Reservations accepted for groups of 10 or more.

2 SHOWS NIGHTLY, 7 & 9 P.M. ALL AGES WELCOME. DINNER SHOW PACKAGES AVAILABLE.

HUMPHREY'S INDOOR JAZZ

The San Diego Hilton 1200 Pacific Hwy San Diego, CA 92101 KFMI 98.3

38TH ANNUAL 2 KFMI'S - HUMPHREY'S CONCERT LINE 2019

HUMPHREY'S 2929 4TH STREET BLVD SPRING 1990
Answer: Vallee and Cesare

Question: Who did you see when you were at the opera last weekend?

回答：上周末在歌剧院看到谁了？

I saw Vallee and Cesare.

我看到了Vallee和Cesare。

---

Tickets available at

Bell Up

PLEASE RESPECT OUR NEIGHBORS WHEN YOU LEAVE

Friday, September 17, 8:00 pm

TOWER OF POWER

Saturday, September 18, 8:00 pm

DRKE BOLLAARD, CHARLIE MUSDY, FLOYDOG, GADGETS and THE PALADINS

Monday, September 20, 8:30 pm

INNER CIRCLE

Friday, September 24, 8:00 pm

DR. FEELGOOD & THE INTERNES OF LOVE

UCSD University Events & Student Activities presents

VARIETES

1989-90 SEASON

MUSIC

Jazz Greats

Branford Marsalis

October 4

Also Coming...

Masters of the Folk Violin

November 18

Lectures

US/Japan Trade Expert

Daniel Burkstein

October 17

Former KGB Officer

Stanislav Levchenko

November 8

Dance

Singers, Dancers & Musicians

American Indian Dance Theatre

October 19

Chamber Music

Auryn String Quartet

October 29

Quartet String Quartet

November 11

& MUCH MORE TO COME!

For more information and to order your copy of VARIETES, call 534-5499.
HELP WANTED

JOIN THE MOST AGGRESSIVE TRAVEL COMPANY IN THE COUNTRY.

LEARN BARTENDING
*The Professional Way*

- Free classes
- Modern equipment
- Experienced instructors
- Operate your own saloon

HAIRCUTTERS!

- Big Pay
- Creative atmosphere
- Great tips
- Free classes

INTERNATIONAL
BARTENDING
INSTITUTE
378-5100

IF YOU'RE LOOKING FOR
AN EXCITING CAREER...

CONTROLLERS
Data Entry Personnel
Assemble, edit, proofread, index, verify, file, sort, and distribute.

Secretaries
General office work, filing, word processing, word processing, filing, word processing, word processing.

Customer Service
Sales, order intake, billing, customer relations, shipping, receiving.

Sales
Retail, wholesale, sales management, customer service.

Assembly
Assembly, packaging, inventory control, quality control.

Technical Support
Answering phone, computer support, network administration.

LEARN
HAIRCUTTING

- Creative atmosphere
- Great tips
- Free classes

LEARN
BARTENDING

- Free classes
- Modern equipment
- Experienced instructors
- Operate your own saloon

INSTRUCTION

2000 A.D.
COMPUTER CAREERS

- 4 or 6 Month Programs
- Day or Evening Classes
- Placement Assistance
- Financial Aid (if qualified)
- No experience necessary
- Can begin any time

ConCorde Career Institute
7910 Clairemont Mesa Blvd.
Suite 101

569-7306

FREE:

Professional Modeling Program

- Modeling for men, women, and children
- Instructor:
  John Robert Powers
  Professional Model & Modeling school since 1969

Institute of Health Science
975 La Jolla Shores Drive

FREE

ADVERTISING / DESIGN SCHOOL

- Advertising
- Graphic Design
- Typography
- Photography
- Computer Design

La Jolla Academy of Advertising Arts
2323 Glider Rd. La Jolla - Mission Valley

489-4071
HOLLYWOOD DOG
By R.P. Overmyer 25519

(No text content available in this image.)
WE'RE TURNING SAN DIEGO UPSIDE DOWN!
During Our Fall Preview Sale!

TO CELEBRATE THE ARRIVAL OF OUR NEW FALL STOCK We're slashes prices on hundreds of items!

Solid Oak TV Cart
Saves space, provides access to flat screen TV. bristles with cabinets.

Solid Alder Country Table
This 30" x 48" table comes with a 2" thick solid Alder top and has many options. Perfect for family gatherings or for that hard working new home.

Solid Alder 48" Country Table

Solid Oak and Glass Cocktail Table
Contemporary styling. Unfinished. 35" x 48"

New! New! New! Pre-Arrival Special!

Solid Alder Country Entertainment Center

Deluxe Pre-Entertainment Center
Save space, provide access to flat screen TV. bristles with cabinets.

Furniture and Kitchen Cabinet Center
1130 W. Morena Blvd.
275-6865